Architectural Video Artist
Lifestyle Production Group is currently seeking a qualified Architectural Video Artist to create video-tours,
motion graphics and augmented reality experiences 360º and video for virtual environments. Perform
advanced video and sound editing and cutting. HDR photo editing with Adobe Photoshop & Lightroom.
This is a full-time position at our location in Miami, FL.
Responsibilities:
Create flowing video compositions, such as video-tours and motion graphics - using image and
sound depicting architectural images of commercial and residential buildings, apartments and
leisure accommodations and other properties for the company's clients.
Must be able to shoot on video immersive property walkthroughs in an architectural manner,
property showcasing and aerial image giving the feel that the viewer is inside the property at the
time of viewing.
Create augmented reality experiences, 360º and video for virtual environments
Perform advanced video editing and cutting with Final Cut Pro to create the desired product: videotour, motion graphics or virtual reality
Edit and synchronize soundtracks to give the videos an immersive perception.
Enhance the video images by applying various colors and nuances thereof, in Davinci Resolve.
HDR photo editing with Adobe Photoshop and Lightroom
Perform audio editing with Adobe Audition, mixing and compressing with Logic Pro, motion
graphic with AfterEffect
Shoot moving images on video showing immersive property walkthroughs, property showcasing
and arial image giving the feel that the viewer is inside the property at the time of viewing.
Enhance the video images by applying various colors and nuances thereof, in Adobe Photoshop,
Perform audio editing with Adobe Audition, mixing and compressing with Logic Pro, motion
graphic with AfterEffect.
Develop perfectly timed and integrated on-screen visual effects that enhance video content and
creative impact for any and all digital devices, using video cameras and editing applications.
Equipment required – Panasonic GH5 with lenses set, Macbook PRO at least 2015mid – 2.5 GHz
Intel Core i7, Graphic – AMD Radeon R9 M370X 2048 MB Intel Iris Pro 1536 MB, DJI Ronin
stabilizer, DJI Phantom 4.
Who Qualifies:
The applicant for the position possesses Bachelor's Degree in Film Production or Acting, 2 years of
experience as a Video-Editor or Video-Producer.
Skills and Knowledge: Final Cut Pro, Adobe Lightroom. Davinci Resolve, Adobe After Effect, Logic pro,
Adobe Audition, Adobe Photoshop, premier Pro, Motion
How to Apply:
Applicants can mail their resumes to Lifestyle Production Group, Attn: Camilo Lopez, 5925 NE, 3RD
Avenue, Miami, FL 33137. Qualified candidates will be contacted and interviewed on site at our location
in Miami, FL. We are an equal opportunity employer.

